Abstract-Assembling unit models to perform integration testing often lead to both state explosion and the repeated work of unit testing. To mitigate the above crux, we present a novel integration testing approach, which derives integration test cases from the composition of unit test cases instead of unit models. Thus, the integration testing is performed efficiently and the difficulties of model combination are alleviated. The results of case study show that the proposed method not only bears the equal fault-detecting ability with low computational complexity, but also offers more generality compared with the model assemble-based method; therefore the development cost could be reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
The technology advancement of software development, especially the appearance of object-oriented method, component-based development and service-oriented development, has shown that component integration became the core of system development. Consequently, integration testing became the key factor at assuring the system quality. Furthermore, although unit testing can validate the correctness of local module, interaction errors may still exist during integration [1] . Therefore many studies have focused on integration testing [2] [3] .
Previous researches usually performed integration testing with component model, in which the process was shown in Figure 1 . The component usually is equipped with certain model and the unit test cases are generated according to the model. When performing integration testing, the individual models are composed to produce the integrated system model, and then the test cases are derived from the integrated model. For example, Beydeda and Gruhn [4] used the component state machine (CSM) to describe the behavior of individual component, and constructed the component-based software flow graph (CBSFG) for generation of test cases; Chunlei Wang et al. [5] utilized the component interaction graph to describe the interactions and the dependence among components, and generated the test case based on the CIG. Other researches focused on the test case generation from the component model and reduction of test case. Yongfeng Yin et al. [6] introduced the conversion method between models and the method to generate test cases automatically. F. Saglietti and F.Pinte [7] present the automated techniques to test the component-based software by optimizing test case generation. E. Guerra [8] used their specification language for the test case generation of model transformation. B. Baudry et al. [9] analyzed the testing problems in current model transformation and present the solutions to overcome the barriers. Oster S et al. [10] implemented a tool chain to realize the combinatorial and model-based testing by finding a minimal subset for configurations covering 100% pairwise interaction.
However, this research concentrated on the test case generation from the model and locating the component interactions by model combination. The consequences are: (1) state space explosion when the models contain considerable states; (2) difficulty of completing model composition if the model are different; (3) high requirement for tester to understand different models.
The reuse of test case in regression testing has been investigated by many researchers [11] [12] , however, few studies investigate the reuse of unit test case at integration testing stage. In this paper we present a method to achieve integration testing by composing unit test cases, which is called IT-on-CUTC (Integration Testing based on Composition of Unit Test Case, IT-on-CUTC) and give the preliminary results. The results from case-studying show that the IT-on-CUTC could simplify the testing process and bear the equal fault-detecting ability compared with the method of model-combination.
II. COMPOSITION ANALYSIS OF UNIT TEST CASES
Since the foundation of IT-on-CUTC is composition of unit test case, the composition validity for integration testing should be analyzed.
A. Basic Concepts
We are very interested in the method and process of integration testing, so we define test case with operational sequence of input and output operations. 
if it contains at least one test
C adequate 
is the definition to evaluate the validity of unit test cases and C adequate for P    is the definition apply to integration testing. In reference [13] , the author drew the conclusion that a test set is C adequate  can not guarantee it is C adequate for P    and vice versa.
B. Composition of Unit Test Cases
We assume a precondition is satisfied that if and the requirement will be satisfied. However, in practice this precondition is not necessarily satisfied, thus to meet it, we can extend T . In this paper, we suppose this precondition couldn't be denied.
In figure 2 , we take the sequential composition of two components as an example to illustrate the relationship of input domain between the integrated components and the system. Composition of multi-components follows a similar way and could be realized by the pair-wise combination. The input domain of P is divided into three parts: M by 12 # MM , and after analyzing the Figure 2 we draw a conclusion as follows.
Theorem. 
III. IT-ON-CUTC METHOD

A. Analysis of Integration Testing
Component composition is generally divided into four modes, namely sequence, selection, repeat and concurrent. The general model of component composition is shown in Figure 3 , in which two components is composed to construct the system P . The composition of multi-components could be performed by pair-wise composition. In Figure 3 , the solid line which is tagged with number 1 represent the operations of 1 M is that called by P directly, and the dash 2 represents the output operations from 
IV. CASE STUDY
A. Process of IT-on-CUTC
We implemented two components ATM and Account with interface automata modelin Figures 4 and 5 which are designed to construct a bank system and have passed the unit testing [14] . In order to validate the effectiveness of IT-on-CUTC, 18 common integration faults are seeded in the component, and then we perform the integration testing with IT-on-CUTC approach.
The operation sequence is a complete execution that takes the component from initial state to itself or end state. So we select it as the test adequacy criterion C and limit the execution of same loop to once in an operation sequence, which includes state coverage and transition coverage. We generate 8 test sequences for ATM and 5 for Account according to C . For example, (user name?, password?, valid!, user info!, withdraw?, balance account!, ok?, cash!, finish?, exit!) is a test sequence for ATM, which represent the test scenario that the user pass the authentication and successful withdraw. The rest test sequences are not listed due to limited space. We select the equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis method for generating test case; besides we apply pair-wise coverage criterion to different input interfaces in a test sequence. The testing result is shown in Table I.   TABLE I. UNIT TESTING RESULTS OF ATM AND ACCOUNT The main testing process and results are as follows. 
Only the message "user info" is received, will Account realize its function. Therefore the integration testing set is generated in compositional order of
T , Table II . Another integration fault can not be found when withdraw times is less than 5 in an operation sequence.
B. Discussions
In order to validate the effectiveness of IT-on-CUTC, we compare it with the method based on model combination. After combining the model of ATM and Account 8 testing paths are derived from the global model. The same criterion is employed to generate test case and the testing result is shown in table III. Another integration fault can not be found when withdraw times is less than 5 in an operation sequence.
The total of integration test case generated by IT-on-CUTC is 132, which is 80.5% of the amount (164) generated by model combination; however, the discovered faults is same. After further analyzing the Table III , we confirm that the test sequence 1 '
T is the same as 1 T of ATM in Table 1 . 1 ' T describes the scenario that user fails the authentication and it is the repeat work of unit testing. So, the actual amount of test cases generated by model combination is 164-36=128, and it is less than the result of IT-on-CUTC. The match of interaction interfaces converts the input and output into internal operations, which results in light redundancy when generating integration test cases with IT-on-CUTC. However, IT-on-CUTC method could avoid generating test cases irrelevant to integration; therefore it will not repeat the work of unit testing.
The advantages of IT-on-CUTC can be summarized as follows.
It is conceptually simple and practical, and could satisfy the same test adequacy criterion with unit testing.
The IT-on-CUTC process is simple with low complexity, whereas the approach based on model combination often lead to state explosion and the repeated work of unit testing.
If the component models are different the model-base methods will be difficult to use, whereas IT-on-CUTC is not influenced.
The test case represents a specific function of component, which is straightforward, therefore the IT-on-CUTC approach reduce the demand for tester.
It should be noted that some limitations exist in IT-on-CUTC, which mainly are: (1) there are redundancy in the generated test set; (2) the method demand the subdomain correspondence between input and output of composed test set, and if the condition is not satisfied additional test cases must be complement. We will further study on this problems and hope to find effective solution. Not withstanding its limitation, this paper does suggest a novel method for generating integration test set.
V. RELATED WORKS
The integration testing based on model combination usually focuses on avoiding the problem of state explosion and generating test case from the global system model. Ali et al. [15] [17] constructed sequence diagram for each execution scenario from the component interface operations, and combined the set of sequence diagrams to produce a user model, from which test case are generated. For the integration testing of COTS component, Li, Groz and Shahbaz [18] presented a method that builds FSM for each component from observed behaviors and compose the FSMS to construct the system model. The integration test cases are generated from the system model.
Lei Yang et al. [19] proposed a method to test the concurrent component composition without constructing the global state model. The authors first analyze separately each FSM model of component and obtain a set of test sequences that is relevant to composition, and then the test sequences are composed to perform integration testing. However, how to compose the test sequence is not detailed described in their paper and the composition validity of test cases is also not analyzed.
From the above survey, we find that the studies usually concern how to apply restrictions to component model for alleviating the state explosion, and all of them depend on some previous model. By contrast, IT-on-CUTC method bases on the unit test cases, so it is more general and practical. On the other hand, unit testing is necessary, but the previous researches usually disregard unit test cases in integration testing. This paper gives the preliminary results for application of unit test case in integration testing.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The existing method of integration testing is usually model-based, which suffers from the problem of state space explosion and inefficiency. After presenting the theoretical analysis for composition feasibility and validity of unit test cases, we confirm the reusability of unit test cases in integration testing. Therefore, we introduce the IT-on-CUTC method and subsequently validate it by an example. The new method could bear equal fault-detecting ability with low computational complexity and more generality compared with the model assemble-based method; therefore the development cost will be reduced.
